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SUMMARY

Section aerodynamic characteristics of a large-chord
N.A.C.A. 23012 airfoil with’s slotted deflector flap were
obtained in the N.A.C.A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. The
characteristics of an N.A.C.A. slotted flap and of a sim-
ple split flap are included for comparison.

The slotted deflector flap was found to have a some-
what lower maximum lift coefficient and somewhat higher
drag at high lift coefficients than the N.A.C.A. slotted
flap . At moderate lift coefficients, however, the drag of
the siotted deflector flap was about the same as that of
the N.A.C.A. slotted flap. The high drag of the open slot

—

with the deflector flap neutral indicates that the slot
should be closed for this condition.

INTRODUCTION

Iiany present-day airplanes use some form of lift-
increasing device to aid in taking off and in landing.
Among the more d.esira%le characteristics of such devices “-
are hi:h maximum lift with relatively low drag, low mini-
mum drag and, possibly, high lift with high drag. One of
the nest promising of such de~ic~s appears to be some form
of slotted flap.

The results of an investigation of a slotted deflec-
tor flap are given in this paper. The distinguishing
characteristics of the slotted deflector flap are a very
large slot and a deflector plate mounted on the leading
edge of the flap. Results from similar tests of a split
flap and an N.A.C.A. slotted flap (one of the most promis-
ing slotted flaps developed to date by the N.A.C.A. (ref-
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erence 1 )) are included for comparison.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

Xodel.- Tbe airfoil Was ~uilt of laminated pine to tho.—— -
N.A,C.A. 23012 section and has.a chord of 3 feet and a span
of 7 feet. Data for the design of the slotted deflector
flap were furnished ~y the United Aircraft Corporation.
The deflector is a metal plate mo~t~d on the flap leading
edge, as shown in figure 1.

Wind tunnel.- The model ~a~ m~unted on the staridard———_—_
two-dimensional-flow set-up in the N.A,C.A. 7- bY 10-foot
closed-throat wind tunnel, which is descrf%ed in reference

Tests.- !l?hetests were made at a dynamic pressure of
16,37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air
speed of abou~ 80 ~iles per hour at ~tandard sea-level con-
ditions and an average test Reynolds Num%er of 2,190,0Q0.
The turbulence factor of the tunnel is 1.6; the effectivo
Reynolds Number, thoreforo, is appioximatoly 3,500,000.

Tho flap was tested in what was specified as the most
effective location by the United. Aircraft Corporation at
deflections of Oo, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, and 60°. Enough
angles o.f attack were taken to determine envelope polars
over the complete lift range from zero to maximum lift,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coefficients ~

All test results are given in standard section non-
dimensional coefficient farm as fallows:

c~, airfoil section lift coefficient (L/qc).

cd , airfoil section profile-drag coefficient’
o (do/qc).

.

c
‘(a. c. ).’

airfoil section pitchin,g moment .coeff_icient_. .
a%out aerodynamic” center of section with

.-

flap tn neutral position (m/qc 2).
*
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where

z ie the airfoil s.ecti.qnlift.

60,: airfoil section pro fiie drag.
‘.

m, airfoil section pitching moment.

Q, dynamic pressure, * p V2.

c, airfoil chord including flap.

and flap deflection.~f,
. .. .

‘O ‘ angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio..
. .

The results are believed to be accurate within the
following limits:

‘O-- ‘- ‘-- - - - - ‘- “- - Q.l”

Ct - - -.,-- - ‘“- - - - - - - - - - *0”03max

Cm(a,,ca)o -=:- _---------- *o. oo3

cd
--- --- ---- --- --- - *C)*OO(33 - “-

%t=o) ‘ ‘
. .

=do
---- ---- ---- ---- *O. 0006

(Ct=l. o)
.. .. .

cd ---- ---- ---- ---- *O.OO2 -

‘(c1=2.5) .

af-.-~-’- ’------- ‘-’-- -*o”2°.

“The experimentally determified wind-tunnel correction
of roforenco 1 has been used to correct all the lift data
given @ this report. All the drag. data have been cor- “-
rected >y,a constant Acd of -0;0008 so as to apply at

an eff~ctive Reynolds Num~er of 3.;5009000 (reference 2).
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Aerodynamic Characteristics

The section aerodynamic characteristics of the I?.A.C.A.
23012 airfoil with sIott~d deflector flap are given in fig-
ure 2 . The effect’of tha large o~en slot is shown in the
increased value of maximum lift ctiefficient and the large
value of profile-drag coefficient “obtained when the flap is
unreflected. A door i30 close the slot when tho flap is
neutral, should lower tho minimum p.rofilo drag to a VCLIUCI

about equal to that for othor types of flap.

The angle of attack for maximum lift decreases from
16° with the flap unreflected to 10° with the flap down
50°. This shift in the angle for maximum lift would be
desirable if center-section partial-span flaps are used be-

cause such a characteristic is favorable to the stalling
of the center of tho wing beforo the tips.

The curves of pitching-momont. coefficients shou no
unusual characteristics.

Comparison with Other Typos of Flap

Increments of maximum lift coefficient are plotted
against flap deflection for three types of flap in figure
3* The increments wore taken from the maximum lift of the
plain w~ng on the assumption that, for the flap-neutral
condition, a door would be used to. close tho slot. Tho
curvo fdr the slottod deflector flap has a sharper peak
than the curves for the N.A.C.A. slotted flap and ,tho split
flap ● The slotted deflector flap gives higher maximum
lift incromcmts ..than tho split flap %ut lower increments
than the N.A.C.A. slotted flap. The two slotted f,laps in-
crease the wing area a small amount when deflected; the
slotted deflector flap increases tlie area slightly less
than the N.A.C.A. slotted flap. T,4is change in area may
be partly responsi~le for the di.f~erence in the maximum
lift increments.

The. effect On profile-drag co~ffi’cients of the thre”e
types of flap is shown in figure 4 .by envelope polars.
The high minimum profile drag o%tai,ned with the slotted de-
flector flap shows the necessity of using some means of
closing the slot when the flap is neutral. If the slot is

closod, the minimum drag for all thr~o types of flap
should be practically tho same, For values of tho lift
ooofficiont from 1.2 to 2.4, the prof~le drag is about +ho

.—
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same for the slotted deflector flap and for the N.A.C.A.
slotted flap; but, for values of the lift coefficient
abovo 2.4, the profile drag is &gain higher than that of

.-

the I?.A.C.A. slotted flap.

At low flap deflections at the same lift coefficient,
the a-osolute values of the pitching-moment coefficient
a%out the aerodynamic center are slightly lower than the
values of the pitching-moment coefficient for the N.A.C.A.
slotted flap. At the flap &oflection for maxim~m lift,
however, the values of the pitching-moment coefficients
are about the same for %oth types of flap (reference l).

CONCLUSIONS

1. The slotted. deflector flap gave a somewhat lower
maximum lift coefficient and somewhat higher drag at high
lift coefficients than the N.A.C.A. slotted flap.

2. At moderate lift coefficients the drag caused hy
.

the slotted deflector flap is about the same as that caused
by the N.A.C.A. slotted flap.

3. Because of the large increase in drag due to the
open slot with the deflector flap “neutral, the slot en-
trance should be close~ for this condition.

—

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., February 3, 1939.
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Figure 1.- 8eotlon of the Y.A.O.A. 2301.8●irfoil and the slotted dofleotor flap.
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Figuro 2.- Seotion aerodynamic ohuaoteristloa of the lf.A.O.A. Z30M airfoil with the #lotted
dafleotor flap.
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Fig, 3

_O.20c split flap
—— Slotted deflector flap
.— N.A.C.A. slotted flap
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t, Tigure 3.- Comparison of increments of maximum lift for three ty”pesof
flap,.
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